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Bats - few common pipistrelle in 2010
and each survey since. individual BLE,
3-5  LHS plus 2 GHS in 2017 across all
buildings. No maternity roosts present.

Bat assemblage foraging/ commuting
across the site includes barbastelle,
possible roosts in woodland but not
surveyed (not to be affected). Minimise
light spill onto boundaries.

EPS licence required - compensatory
roost including void to be created at
northern end of site, away from artificial
lighting.

Reptiles - Adders on bank and slow worms around
existing buildings (2017). Habitats are becoming
poorer for reptiles. Translocation out of the working
area will be needed and habitat improvement on the
bank to the west will benefit reptiles.

Dormice - Absent in 2010 and
still absent in 2017.

Botany on site - diversity is
falling as habitats scrub over.
no hairy birdsfoot trefoil
recorded in 2017, but
invasives still present,
including Japanese knotweed 

Shore Dock - none identified
adjacent to site in 2017, either
where stream meets beach or
cliffs below road. record from
2002 250m east. Habitat
suitable and stream and cliff
must be protected (qualifying
feature of the SAC/ SSSI).

Nesting Birds - common species
plus house sparrow, song thrush
(Red list) and a number of amber
list on or adjacent to site. Little
nesting habitat to be impacted by
development but constraints to
tiiming of demolition and vegetation
clearance.

Badger - setts still present up bank to the north and
near PRoW to the west (2017). No setts near
working area. Prestart check needed, especially if
services are run from the high ground to the west.
If badger setts are impacted, a licence will be
required 

Wintering birds of Falmouth Bay to
St Austell Bay SPA. Presence
confirmed in 2018/2019, low
numbers of individuals close to
shore even when visitor footfall was
high. Timing constraints to piling
works.

Watercourses - Must be
protected and retained.
Opportunities for enhancement
of existing watsercourses plus
addition of swales/ SuDS
features managed for
biodiversity net gain.

Bee and bugs brocks plus
integrated bat and bird boxes
on all units to enhance the
site.


